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Rocket Science 
is   EASY!

The Ideal Rocket Equation and Isp



Launch Vehicles: (Rockets!)
Definition of a Launch Vehicle.
“A bomb with a whole in the middle of it”

Launch vehicle constraints:
• Payload volume, spacecraft shape/form factor.
• Mechanical issues: acceleration, vibration, acoustic, 

separation shock (lenses, fragile payloads, etc)
• Which Orbit: SSO, LEO, MEO, GEO, hyperbolic escape
• A large component of cost and mission risk.



Why not just use Newtons 2nd Law     F = m x a
Because the mass of the rocket is continuously changing.

Ideal Rocket Equation

Newtons 2nd Law as a time differential of momentum                                         
F = dp/dt

where  p = m.v the momentum of the body.            (m = mass, V = vel)
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/rocket/rktpow.html
Excellent derivation of the Ideal Rocket equation presented 
by NASA web site

https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/rocket/rktpow.html


To find the velocity of a rocket at any time we must integrate wrt to time. 
acc = -(v/m) dm/dt in this case,  v = exhaust velocity (Ve) of rocket.

However,    acc =  dv/dt so the integral becomes  ∫𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = −𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ∫𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉

𝑚𝑚𝑉𝑉 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑/𝑑𝑑

The solution is:    Vf – Vi   =   Ve . [ln(mi) – ln(mf)]             (ln = Log base e)
Vi  and  Vf =    Initial  and  Final velocity of rocket.   
mi and  mf =   Initial  and  Final mass of rocket.

Overall change in rocket velocity, “delta V” is given by the “Rocket Equation”:

ΔV   =   Ve.ln(mi/mf)
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Ideal Rocket Equation



The final velocity of a rocket vertically launched from the surface of a planet, at the 
moment of engine cut-off is given by the equation: 

v = ve ln (mi/mf) - g t - vDrag

g   =  gravitational acceleration of the planet
t    =  total time of flight
vD =  total velocity loss due to air drag 

For large rockets which accelerate slowly in the lower dense atmosphere and 
spend a small fraction of the total flight time in the lower atmosphere, the total 
drag velocity is usually less than 1% of the total velocity and may be neglected.

Small sounding rockets using solid fuel motors with high initial acceleration have 
higher % of air-drag velocity loss.

Assuming we have constant acceleration, we can plot the mass ratio required at 
different exhaust velocities to achieve a specified velocity. 

Ideal Rocket Equation



Rocket Eqn can be rearranged to determine the required mass ratio 
(mi/mf) to deliver a specified velocity Δv :  mi/mf = eΔv/Ve

The fuel mass loss of the rocket is mi – mf. 
ρ is defined as the ratio of fuel mass loss to the total mass (of the fully 
fueled rocket):        ρ = mfuel / mtotal or   ρ = (mi - mf) / mi (3)
A third version of the rocket equation as a function of ρ (rho) : 

Δv = ve ln[ 1 / (1 - ρ) ] (4)

In reality, liquid fuelled rockets have mass ratios below 10 but solid fuelled 
rockets can have mass ratios up to 20,  i.e. greater fuel to structure ratio.

The rocket equation (1) tells us the change of velocity of a rocket for a 
given burn of fuel as a mass ratio and exhaust gas velocity. No information 
about the time of the fuel “burn” is given in this equation.

Ideal Rocket Equation



Ideal performance for a single stage rocket

Assume Ve is constant for a given rocket, as the fuel burns with constant
thrust, the final velocity and mass-loss ratio performance is given.
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SOYUZ-ST   acceleration profile

The effect of Multi-staging



Ariane-5   acceleration profile

The effect of Multi-staging



The Thrust Equation
The thrust equation is derived from Newtons 2nd law: 

Fexternal =  d/dt (mv)  =  m dv/dt + v dm/dt =  0
(conservation of momentum)

The second term of the time derivative expansion of Newton’s 
2nd law, gives the instantaneous thrust (or force) of a rocket is:

ForceT =  Ve dm/dt

The instantaneous acceleration of a rocket will experience from
this thrust in zero gravity would be:   Acc =  FThrust / m 

Under the influence of gravity, the total force acting on a rocket
at lift off, from a planet is:    FT - W = FT - mg 
(W = mg, weight of the rocket in Earth’s gravity)
Gravity really retards the launch of a rocket from Earth!



The instantaneous acceleration of a rocket is: 
Acc = FT/m = (FT-W) / m (this is simply F = ma)

For a rocket to successfully lift off the ground
FT > W  or  FT/W  =  FT /(mg) >  1 

For large liquid fuelled rockets  FT / W ≈ 1.2 to 1.5,
The Ariane 3 would “burn-off” fuel until  FT / W > 1.0
For the Ariane-5:   FT/W = 2.0 !!!  (Thrust/weight ratio)

What acceleration does an ARIANE-5 have when it 
leaves the launch pad?  How is an ARIANE-5 held down?
Remember an Ariane 5 weighs ≈ 750,000kg

The Thrust Equation



Integrated impulse gives the effect of thrust over time.
Rocket impulse = total change in momentum.
For a thrust force FT acting from a time interval Δt =  t2-t1

Integrated Impulse =  ∫𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝑭𝑭T dt

If thrust remains constant then the impulse becomes: 
I = FT Δt,  substituting FT = ve (dm/dt)   then I = (mf-mi) ve

Total Impulse =  exhaust velocity x total fuel consumed.
Measured in Newton.secs
EXAMPLE: Model rocket engines are classified as follows:
“E” = 20Ns to 40 Ns, 
“F” = 40Ns to 80 Ns, 
“G” = 80Ns to 160 Ns (doubling each time)

Integrated and Total Impulse



Specific Impulse    Isp
Specific impulse is used to compare rocket engine performance or 
propulsive efficiency.   Defined as thrust per unit rate of weight loss: 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 = 𝐹𝐹
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 .𝑔𝑔

=  𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 (𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓)
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 . 𝑔𝑔

= 𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑘𝑘𝑔𝑔 𝑓𝑓𝑉𝑉 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑝𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

Remember:    FT =  ve (dm/dt).     This gives:   Isp x g0 = Ve

Specific impulse is defined as the ratio of the thrust force to the rate of 
fuel weight (gravity effect) loss or consumption:   

Isp-eng =  FT / (dW/dt)  =  Ve / go  

go = 9.8 m/s Earth’s gravitational acceleration at the surface of the 
Earth,  even if we are talking about rocket performance on Mars! 

Isp has units of time (seconds),  this does not relate to burn time!
Isp-eng multiplied by Earth’s “go“  gives the rocket exhaust velocity Ve.



Why is Specific Impulse (Isp) 
measured in seconds?

Depending on what units are used for mass or velocity the comparison of 
imperial or metric rocket thrust or velocity cannot be directly compared.
American/British engine thrust  ≠  European Russian engine thrust

Dividing by gravity in m/s2 or ft/sec2 reduces the measure of specific 
impulse to units of “seconds” which is the same for imperial rockets and SI-
European rockets!

The unit of time, seconds is the same for all users, but the difference 
between imperial and metric units for mass (lb vs kg) and length (ft vs m) 
meant using Thrust in pounds or newtons and Velocities in ft/sec or m/sec 
cannot be directly compared.

The Isp measured in seconds solves this conversion/comparison problem 



Thrust  vs  Specific Impulse
The higher Specific Impulse (Isp) means less propellant is
needed to produce a given thrust for a given time. 

The higher the Specific Impulse ISP (in sec) the greater the 
efficiency of the fuel.

Thrust and Specific Impulse should NOT be confused!
An engine can have very high Isp but very low thrust 
(e.g. Ion Engine,  Isp = 10,000sec   Thrust = mNewtons )
Other engines can gave very high thrust but low Isp
(e.g. Shuttle SRB,  Isp = 240sec   Thrust = 12,000,000 Newtons )



Rocket Engines - Fuels
Rockets work using the principle of Newtons 2nd law:
For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction
Rapid ejection of mass transfers momentum of rocket forward

Apollo F1 Engine design
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBmuc8kD08g

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBmuc8kD08g


Saturn-V   Launch Vehicle
Saturn-V  emitted mass exhaust at the rate of 14,000 kg/sec .
Exhaust gas velocity was 2,400 m/sec for the Saturn-V

F =  (m/t) . Ve So Force = 14,000 kg/sec x 2500 m/sec  =  35,100,000 N 
Lifting 3,300 tons at lift-off. 

X 17
At lift-off, the Saturn-V thrust lifted the equivalent of 17 x 200 ton four axle 
diesel shunting locomotives.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzCsDVfPQqk https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKtVpvzUF1Y
Saturn V lift off sequence  (2 minutes)                               Saturn V slow-motion lift off sequence  (8 minutes)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzCsDVfPQqk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKtVpvzUF1Y


Typically 90% of a rocket’s mass is just fuel and 10% of the mass is the 
rocket structure of which only 1%-2% is useful payload (a satellite).

Compared to a car or a ship,  fuel is only about 3% to 4% of total mass.
Compared to a passenger plane, fuel is about 40% of the total mass.

Liquid Hydrogen Oxygen very good Isp (370-465 sec) but problems with 
cryogenic temperatures  LH2 = -253°C,  LOX = -183°C and density.
Cannot be stored as it evaporates and requires large tanks.
Used by: Ariane-5, Space Shuttle main engines, Delta-4, Centaur.

LOX and RP1 is popular,  Isp 270 – 360 sec, RP1 is 4x denser than LH2
Similar fuel densities means similar turbo pump designs can be used.
Saturn-5, SOYUZ, Atlas, Space-X Falcon 9 and Rocket Labs Electron.

Hypergolic – spontaneously exploding liquids Di-Nitrogen Tetroxide (N2O4) 
and MonomethylHydrazine MMH - CH₃NH₂, or Hydrazine N2H4

Rocket Fuels



Based on Maxwells-Boltzmans eqn of 
molecular speed distribution.
To get a maximum exhaust velocity, we 
want the ejected gas to be a hot as possible 
and the exhaust gas molecules to be a light 
as possible.

• A pressurised “cold” gas thruster (eg O2) is a simple fuel but not a 
very impressive implementation for an efficient rocket engine.

• Heating the Oxygen (O2) will improve the performance (Isp) of the 
engine for the same mass of fuel.

• Burning the Oxygen (O2) with Hydrogen to make water as the 
exhaust gas (H2O) significantly improves the engine efficiency not 
only due to greatly increased temperature but almost due to 
reduced molecular mass of the exhaust.  Creating a far higher Isp
but at the cost of far greater engineering and technical complexity

Rocket Fuels



Rocket Fuels
Keroscene (RP1) is less efficient than cryogenic liquid hydrogen fuel because 
hydrogen releases more energy per kg during combustion, giving a higher exhaust 
velocity. Primarily because carbon has a higher atomic mass than hydrogen. 

Kerosene (RP1) engines have an Isp typically between 270 to 360 seconds,
Hydrogen engines have an Isp between 370 to 465 seconds, about 30% better 
than RP1.   To get from Isp to Vexhaust simply multiply by Earth’s gravity (m/sec2).

Choice of propellant defines 
the exhaust velocity and Isp



Isp measures efficiency
• Isp is a function of the temperature and 

molecular weight of the exhaust gas. 



Rocket fuels and Engine Isp
The mass transfer from 
thermally expanding, burning 
rocket fuel causes the rapid 
expulsion of exhaust gasses 
(mass) to establish Newtons 
2nd law principle of thrust 
from (action = reaction).

The specific impulse Isp, or 
efficiency of a fuel depends 
on the exhaust velocity and 
mass ejected out the back 
based on the energy stored in 
the chemical bonds of the 
fuel’s chemistry.



Rocket Fuels

Why not just 
use LH2/LOX 
every time?



Ion drive engines
• Plasma Thrusters.
• High ISP:   1000-->3000 sec
• Low thrust << 1N, typically mNewton
• Very low mass flow rate mg/sec
• Continuous long term thrust.



Ionization energy of Nobel Gasses



Hall-effect - Ion drive engines



Hall-effect thrusters (HET) are an ion thruster in which the 
propellant (typically ionized Xenon) is accelerated by an electric 
field. Hall-effect thrusters trap high energy electrons in a 
magnetic field which are then used to ionize propellant, to then 
efficiently accelerate the ions and produce thrust.  The ionized gas 
plume (exhaust) is then neutralized to stop plume impingement. 

Hall-effect thrusters are considered to be moderate to high 
specific impulse (ISP ≈1,600 s) space propulsion engines. 

Hall-effect - Ion drive engines



THE END

AERO2705 Course
Tuesday 22nd August
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The cost getting into low Earth Orbit – Aug 2017



Launch Vehicle     User Manuals

SOYUZ-ST User Manual from French Guiana
http://www.arianespace.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/09/Soyuz-Users-
Manual-March-2012.pdf

http://www.arianespace.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Soyuz-Users-Manual-March-2012.pdf


Dept. Launch Vehicle interface manager 
1st SOYUZ-ST from CSG on 21st-Oct-2011



Work hard in Space Engineering 1 
Do your Assignment 1 on time and 
you will be here if you want!



Basic design hasn’t changed since 1955!
More than 1,700 launched since 1957
Main Engines fuel: RP1 + LOX, 
Fregat 4th stage – MMH-NTO



SOYUZ-ST from French Guiana
User Manual

http://www.arianespace.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Soyuz-Users-Manual-March-2012.pdf

http://www.arianespace.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/Soyuz-Users-Manual-March-2012.pdf


SOYUZ-ST from French Guiana



1st SOYUZ launch CSG 21-Oct-2011



Typical SOYUZ-ST ascent profile from CSG



Typical SOYUZ-ST ground track from CSG



28min

650km

Typical SOYUZ-ST altitude timeline from CSG



Typical SOYUZ-ST velocity timeline from CSG



SOYUZ-ST  acceleration timeline from CSG

The effect of Multi-staging



SOYUZ-ST launch from CSG

Soyuz-ST consists of three-stage sub-orbital ascent and one Fregat burn
For injection into the GTO with a remaining ΔV requirement on the satellite’s 
propulsion system of approximately 1500 m/s:

SOYUZ-ST from CSG:  Altitude of apogee, Za = 35 950 km
SOYUZ-ST from CSG: Altitude of perigee , Zp = 250 km
SOYUZ-ST from CSG: Inclination, I = 6 deg
SOYUZ-ST from CSG: Argument of perigee, ω = 178 deg
Notes:
Za is equivalent to 35786 km at first apogee;

Longitude of ascending node is usually +188.5 deg (with reference to 
Greenwich Meridian frozen at lift-off time)”.
The Soyuz performance for this orbit is: 3250 kg (spacecraft and its adapter).



Changing the plane and increasing the perigee height 
at the same time to achieve a Geostationary orbit.

Argument of the perigee 
must be (0° or 180°) which 
makes apogee and perigee 
coincide with an ascending or 
descending node.



SOYUZ-ST  GTO launch from CSG

Direct injection GTO for satellite payload



SOYUZ-ST  from CSG    Apogee/Mass performance



Galileo GNSS on SOYUZ-LVID and Fregat



SOYUZ-ST  launch from CSG French Guiana

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjw2Z8g7jRQ
SOYUZ-ST  launch from CSG French Guiana

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjw2Z8g7jRQ


The “Korolev Cross”

SOYUZ-ST Booster separation 2:00min after launch  
RP-7 burn-out at altitude 47km,  distance 53km



The optimal speed to launch a rocket through the 
atmosphere is the local terminal velocity (which 
varies with coefficient of drag/altitude).

In the real world rocket engines don't have the 
wide range of throttle capability that is required to 
match terminal velocity profiles during ascent.  In 
reality rockets generally far exceed the fuel-
optimal speed during ascent.

Optimal trajectory/velocity to leave the Earth



Launching a rocket into Earth orbit



Launching a rocket into Earth orbit



Change in atmospheric pressure with Altitude
40% atmospheric pressure
drop at top Mauna Kea 4.2km

70% atmospheric pressure
drop at top Mt. Everest 9km

80% of the atmosphere lost at cruise 
altitude of AIRBUS-A380.

90% atmosphere loss at 15km

99% atmosphere loss at 30km

The Earth’s atmosphere is much
“thinner” than most people think!

Rocket fairing typically jettisoned at 
150km.  Launch vehicle
trajectory leaves atmosphere
as fast as possible to minimise
atmospheric drag.



Optimal trajectory/velocity to leave the Earth

Terminal Velocity
Vt = terminal velocity, m = mass of 
object, g = gravitational acceleration. 
Cd  = the drag coefficient,  ⍴ = Air 
density,  A = cross sectional area

𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡 =
2𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚
⍴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

m, Cd and A depend on the rocket.

Example:  Rocket with Ø = 3.66m , 
Mass = 100 ton & constant Cd 0.75

The real solution is also a complex set 
of variables of additional variables of 
pressure, temperature and wind speed

Vt is terminal velocity, 

km

m/s



Drag coefficient changes with speed

Iterative equation: Vt depends on Cd which depends on Vt, iteration needed for 
each altitude.  Also need to account for the effect of gravity reducing as altitude 
increases

Goddard problem:  to maximize the altitude of a vertically ascending rocket subject 
to dynamic pressure and thrust constraints.  In reality it is beneficial to exceed the 
optimal ascent speed and sacrifice some fuel to losses in the thick atmosphere, to 
emerge at higher speed and reduce the gap between optimal and actual velocity 
during the later climb - lose more initially, to lose less later.

Max “Q” aerodynamic force
throttle back acceleration

At 300km altitude gravity has 
reduced by just under 10%



• A rapid vertical ascent is more important in total energy terms than the 
horizontal velocity component. Vertical ascent is sometimes thought as 
less important to achieving orbit than the 7.7km/sec horizontal orbital 
velocity.

• Gravitational Potential energy from sea level to an altitude of 120 km is 
≈1.2 MJ/kg, but kinetic energy of low earth orbit (7.7 km/s) is ≈ 30 MJ/kg.  
It seems only 1/25th the energy “effort” is needed to achieve orbital 
altitude compared to velocity, but static potential energy isn't the only 
cost of an ascent to orbital altitude.

• Gravity loss is incurred during a vertical climb, depending on the time and 
direction over which thrust is applied.  Gravity losses as a proportion of 
delta-v are minimised if maximum thrust is applied for a short time, or if 
thrust is applied in a direction perpendicular to the local gravitational field

Optimal trajectory/velocity to leave the Earth



Gravity loss is 9.8m/s2 during vertical 
climb. A 100 second vertical climb 
(burn) costs 1 km/s ΔV in gravity loss.

A large thrust to weight ratio (T/W) is 
needed to minimize ascent time.
The more impulse a booster has, the 
less ascent time and the less gravity 
loss. This is why launch vehicles have 
large solid boosters on the 1st stage, 
while the upper stages may have 
lower thrust but higher ISP engines.

Optimal trajectory/velocity to leave the Earth

Under the influence of gravity, the total force acting on a rocket at lift off, 
from a planet is:    FT - W = FT - mg 
The vertical ascent costs an extra 1.5 km/s from orbital velocity. Adding 1.5 
km/s to a 7.7 km/s ΔV budget boosts energy about 40%. Not the just the 
4% increase that you could think in terms of Gravitational potential vs 
orbital velocity (7.7km/s) required for low Earth orbit.



Designing a Launch Vehicle
1.   Identify the required payload, what is the mission to be achieved
2.   Specify a required orbit in terms of altitude,  inclination and eccentricity
3.   Locate an appropriate launch site and direction for launch don’t forget changing

inclination can be the biggest ΔV term, depending on launch latitude.
4.   Estimate a currently achievable structural efficiency (% weight that is structure)
5.   Select a suitable propulsion system, fuel type. ==> Isp, Fuel flow rate, Thrust
6.   Estimate the required time of flight to orbit, how much total fuel required?
7. Do a rough calc using Vfinal = Isp.g0.ln(mi/mf) to predict mi. 

assume 15% losses due to gravity and drag.
8. If step 7 looks bad consider multi staging. Estimate mass ratios for each stage.
9. Repeat 7...9 until you get a sensible mi (initial Mas)
10. Run a simulated launch trajectory, integrating forces including thrust, drag, gravity.
11. Change from ECEF launch point reference frame to ECI earth reference frame,

add velocity of launch point (based on latitude) to get true final ECI orbital velocity.
12. If this achieves orbit for point 2. go to step 13. otherwise back to step 6.
13. Use Latitude, Longitude and velocity at burn-out to accurately predict final orbit.
14. Iterate rocket design via steps 1-->13, to optimise and determine accuracy.



User Manuals for launch vehicles

User manuals for launch vehicles 
(some links don’t work)
https://space.meta.stackexchange.co
m/questions/249/resources-and-
references-on-the-topic-of-space-
exploration/319#319

https://space.meta.stackexchange.com/questions/249/resources-and-references-on-the-topic-of-space-exploration/319#319


Guest Lecturer – Prof. Steven Freeland   - WSU
100% attendance as participation at this lecture will be assessed



• Lecture 1: Tuesday 29th August 2017,  11:00am-12:00pm
Subject: Domestic Space Law principles by Skype     
(Australian Government:  The revised Space Activities Act 1998)

• Lecture 2: Wednesday 30th August 2017 10:00-11:00am 
Subject: International Space Law principles in person
(COPOUS, "Outer Space Treaty", Australia's role in international treaties)

• I expect 100% attendance in the lecture theatre as 
participation with this special guest lecturer is assessed.

Special Guest Lecturer,   The Dean of Law WSU
Professor Steven Freeland      Week 5 



THE END

AERO2705 Course
Wednesday 23rd August
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